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Chris Dykema
FaceBook 2 December 2017
This testimony I love because I have noticed similar results on my hands and arms. Kris
This is a photo of my husband’s hand after 8 weeks on the AGE Pill. This once sceptic is a TRUE BELIEVER!
Cancer spots gone
Chronic hay fever – suffered for 30 years disappeared
Just to name a few.
Shared by Cindy Carmel

Jemma Higgins
FaceBook 2 December 2017
Hi Everyone I have had CFS/ME for 21 years since I was 12 years old (Chronic Fatigue Syndrome/Myalgic
Encephalomyelitis). I have been on the AGE Pill for 3 months now and it has transformed my life. The energy I
now have is amazing, the brain fog has mostly lifted and have clearer thinking. The depresseion and anxiety
caused by this long term illness has balanced out and the aches and pains are significantly improved. I hardly
ever need to recover from normal exertion that in the past would usually leave me in bed for days. I used to
have periods of collapsing, where I would suddenly drop to the ground and be virtually paralyzed for at least half
an hour with occasional muscle convulsions throughout, but that hasn’t happened since I started this wonderful
product. Thank you Sisel and the amazing people who put this incredible product together.
Kate Brighton
FaceBook 8 December 2017
Hi Im back. Max had a pet scan and we got the results yesterday. Last report his cancer was in his lymph nodes
and chest and lungs not looking as good also with changes due to his cancer. We are so pleased. His cancer is no
longer in his chest, his lungs are great and in his lymph nodes have really shrunk. Thats not bad for a cancer that
should be progressing. Next time we hope we will have beaten it all together. Encologist kept saying CAN'T GET
OVER HOW GOOD HE LOOKS.

Sharon Dymond-Langley
7 December 2017
Sorry for the long post but I was very excited and needed to share.
Yesterday I spent the morning with my 21year old son in hospital checking out his injured foot from a sports
incident.
He couldn't put weight on it and was in pain no break.
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As all young people have a busy life he was disappointed to be on crutches and to miss a concert last night.
I asked him to humour me and take the AGE pill and FuCoyDon ( my children say I live in a toxic free bubble)
and I left for work.
45 minutes later he phoned to ask if I had given him drugs as he was feeling great no pain and that was good
shit and he could walk on his foot.
So off he went to the concert and I have a happy 21 year old without pain and he will probably be sharing my
products.

Jill McAnally
FaceBook 8 December 2017
Wanted to share this response to a question of whether the A.G.E PILL helped auto immune diseases:
I have an auto-immune condition at least I did have until my Vascular appointment this week when
the specialist advised me that in his opinion I am now disease free....was this due to Sisel
products?....yes I believe a selection of products I have been taking for the last few Years has been a
huge part of my success. I have been off prescription meds for over 2 Years and have managed my
inflammation with Sisel and a few other things/changes. My number one choice for auto-immune
would be FuCoyDon. I have also had significant changes since the A.G.E pill was released several
months ago. It’s not just 2 products and you are cured though but just emphasising that these two in
particular play a major role
Admin
11 December 2017
From the desk of Tom Mower, formulator of The A.G.E. Pill and Sisel President & Founder
Update-Update. THE AGE PILL is fast and slower acting. I felt energy and stamina the first week,
within two months my skin started an incredible youthful regeneration that has me looking decades
younger now. About 4 months ago, my vision went from 20:60 to 20:20. I threw away or gave away
about 20 sets of eye glasses that magnified. Now with 20:20 vision they blur what they once clarified.
Just this month I was able to remove a hearing aid I had been tested for and had specially designed.
A $4,000 expense that is now useless memorabilia for my hearing is restored & I her great once
more. This morning as I was scheduling my hair cut, I was amazed at how much gray hair had gone
away. There is lots of new coloured hair and older coloured hair. That is my update for now....except I
forgot to add, I am now officially a stud muffin' again.
Veronica Beukes
FaceBook 11 December 2017
"THE AGE PILL is fast and slower acting." That is something I have experienced as well. If you don't
"feel" something immediately, don't think it's not working in some amazing ways! It's like losing
weight...you did not gain it in a week so you can't lose it in a week either
Narelle Schubert - Toowoomba
FaceBook 13 December 2017
I am so very happy. Here is my before and after photos after taking the AGE pill. As you can see the
one on the left shows my face was red and I was certainly looking my age and feeling it too. I spoke
to a friend of mine Keith and he suggested that I try this new product. I am so glad I did. I have not
seen Keith for about 6 months and when I saw him I could not believe how well he looked. I received
my AGE bottle and within 5 days I felt more relaxed, had a lot more energy, and was sleeping better.
I started the AGE pill on the 16th October had my hair cut and now my hair is so much more healthy
and thicker, my skin is softer and my laugh lines (that’s my name for wrinkles) have lessened. My
eyes are brighter. I cannot thank Sisel enough for this product and I will be adding more wonderful
products to my shopping list this month. Thank you Keith.
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Don Miller
FaceBook 15 December 2017
Wow!

I just got my results from my blood work.

I joined Sisel International, August 28th 2017, so I have been on the Age Pill, the Eternity and
FuCoyDon for 90 days.
I am 77 years old, and my blood test results are the best I have ever had, since I started doing blood
work when I was in my 50’s. I have always had high cholesterol. My last test a year ago, my
cholesterol was 238, so it has dropped 27 points to 211, in just 90 days. My triglycerides and LDL
continue to go down.
A year ago I was borderline diabetic, now my A1-C is in the good range.
My blood pressure is 127/80 and has been as high as 156/90.
My allergies are much improved, because of the Terminator Mouth Rinse. I used it as a nasal spray,
and have dropped two allergy prescriptions and Nasacort nasal spray.
I no longer have to take Advil to go to sleep, because of aching legs.
I sleep really good at night and have lots more energy.
Jill McAnally
FaceBook 20 December 2017
Thought I would share this wonderful testimony:
Susie Beveridge shared her post.
A.G.E Pill, SpectraMAXX, SiselRIPT, FuCoyDon, SupraOmega; the repair of the seemingly
unrepairable. (C1 was rotated down into the brain stem, 4 bulged cervical discs, 2 lumbar bulges, 2
small strokes in my history & numerous head injuries, hole in left macular) treatment protocols are
now effective and conditions are stabilised and improving. can't wait to see what the future holds now.
Thanks to Sisel XOX
Jill McAnally
FaceBook 22 December 2018
I copied this from another Sisel site:

This came from a friend of mine that’s on the AGE PILL

I started taking the age pill about four and a half weeks ago. I have diabetes and my numbers were in
the two to three hundred plus range, now they are in the 100 to 1:35 range. I have neuropathy in my
feet where I take Lyrica for the pain, the level was about a 4 and now it is at a 1 on the Pain Scale. I
have a lot more energy and my thinking is sharper. My skin is smoother and clear. My eyes are
brighter and clearer. And I would recommend this to anyone and everyone. It is an amazing product
Curt Ficenec
December 28, 2017 ·
Here's another great TESTIMONIAL.
"Here you go Andrea McKinnee"
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I began taking the A.G.E. pill on October 4th of this year. I started out taking a double dose, 6 in the
a.m. and 6 in the p.m. The first thing I noticed was how it seemed to be flushing out toxins at an
amazing rate. Between 2010 and 2014 I had 4 reconstructive shoulder surgeries, 2 on each shoulder.
They healed well but a lot of stiffness and residual pain remained, after 4 weeks of taking the A.G.E.
pill I noticed all the pain and stiffness completely gone in both shoulders.
Oct. 5th of 2016 I underwent a serious reconstructive surgery that a neurosurgeon had to create and
perform, which had never been performed anywhere before. The recovery from that surgery was
excruciating and although the surgery was successful, again I was left with a great deal of pain. Now I
have no pain, whatsoever, anywhere.
My energy level is back to normal, I am much more focused and find more endurance during daily
activities.
But the most noticeable is my skin, it's amazing the change. The picture on the left was taken in July,
the one on the right early this month(Dec.) I use no makeup and no photo shop anything. The skin on
my hands, arms and body is now more like it was 10 years ago . I feel better with each passing week
and intend on trying more of the Sisel products! Amazing product, and I tell everyone about it that
notices my changes

Deneen Peckingpah
FaceBook 4 January 2018
Here's my testimonial now that I've been taking the A.G.E.Pill for 3 months:
I had so little energy, my life was grinding to a slow halt. I started taking The A.G.E.Pill and
immediately my energy came back in a flood. I've been taking it for 3 months now &, in that time,
I've been able to amaze myself with activities impossible for me for many, many years now. I'm
almost 79 and on the 14th of December I was able to pack up a studio apartment, load the minivan
(someone helped me with a heavy futon & otherwise I did it alone), clean the apt. and start a 12 hour
drive at 3:15 in the afternoon. I drove all night, got here just in time to have a few hours of sleep
before unloading van (with help) and then driving 35 miles to return the rental, go shopping with
friends and out to dinner...without being tired until 3 days later. Another perk is that I'm earning
enough to pay for even more than A.G.E., so I can try out many of Sisel's other great products as well
Monika Bialostocka-Kelemen
FaceBook 8 January 2018
I will go right to some concerns that I've put on my list, prior to starting the A.G.E. Pill in October,
and how I believe the A.G.E. Pill is helping to resolve these health related issues. Most of them are
related to menopause, so if you prefer, you don't have to read it
;) 1) insomnia: under control
since I don't feel the usual anxiety, even if I wake up in the middle of the night. 2) night sweats:
GONE! 3) Waking up to use the bathroom: down from every single night to occasional. 4) Mood
swings: NONE. 5) Energy: sustained energy throughout the day, healthy restful sleep at night. 6) Hair
fall-out: I've experienced a heavy hair loss after showering for a couple of years now, but just a few
weeks into the A.G.E. Pill, my after shower hair fall out is down to ZERO! There are couple of other
"side effects" of using the A.G.E. Pill; I am still a 50 year old overweight lady, but thanks to the mood
improving, energy supporting effects of the A.G.E. Pill, I've joined the Railyard Fitness and worked
with the owner / personal trainer, Douglas Lawder, on a sensible & results-oriented routine that
wouldn't intimidate me. In addition to the weight program, I continue walking minimum of 5K at least
4 times a week (at least once a week UP some mountain), but the most amazing thing is that my
recovery time from all of these activities is minimal, if not ZERO! December was though, I worked
extra hours and missed my new routine, and I'm happy to be back at it
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Curt Ficenec
FaceBook 11 January 2018
I treated ganglionic cysts in my clinic. It wasn't this easy. Usually quite painful for the patient. Check
this out. Thanks Rene Ferguson for sharing.
Must thank friend for this, she inquired about Ganglion cysts and AGE Pill. OMG I had not even
thought of this but I had on my wrists – the right one being more prominent – been on double dose of
AGE Pill 2 months now, these ganglions are gone!
Deneen Peckinpah
FaceBook 16 January 2018
Hurray! I have gone easily to sleep without any sleep aids for the last four nights & and expect to
carry on that way from now on. It has taken me almost 4 months on The A.G.E. Pill, and this precious
gift of sleep gives me renewed confidence that even my appearance will change eventually.
Jill McAnally
15 January 2018

Great share!! (Not mine nor my friend)
AGE PILL testimony
This person does not want there name mentioned.
But I just had to share
Hi Sandy Just had to come inside and contact you to tell you that i have been working outside in
my veggie hoop house crying my eyes out for the second day in a row ... yes that's right crying ....
WITH JOY !!!!!!! MUCH UNEXPECTED JOY over something some would not be happy to
announce lol " IM AM SWEATING " for the first time in decades
I Overheat so very easily as i do NOT sweat Ever, except for one armpit and my face, especially
my lips and it stings so badly that it peels the skin from them and takes some time and care to
heal from .... Not anymore it seems .... NO .... but the sweat is pouring rivers down my back and
even my legs today and .....
I LOVE IT lol
THANK YOU FOR THE WONDERFUL WORK YOU ARE DOING IN PEOPLES LIVES .... finally I
HAVE HOPE that i WILL get better ... if you are full of toxins and cannot rid yourself of them its a
sad, lonely and very unhealthy way to "exist" ( i was going to use the word Live but that's not what
i have been doing for the last couple of decades and many a day i have wondered why i bother
trying to survive for another day... it is just exhausting, both physically and emotionally .... NOW I
KNOW there IS a better way ahead for me ... for many years i have slowly been running out of
"Hope" but Thankfully there was a glimmer that i still clung to and now it is burning Brightly again
.... Thank You Sandy and Thank You Tom Mower and the Sisel Team ...ALL OF YOU !!!!!!!
Many other wonderful changes are happening to me after beginning to take the A.G.E Pill and its
just the beginning .... As you know i have had to take it much slower than i wanted to because of
many other problems especially making sure my kidneys could cope with the flushing of debris
etc having poor GFR but the more testimonials i listened to the more bold i became ... after
starting on 1 tablet morning and night with a day off ... i am now already taking 3 morning and 3
night and am Very encouraged to keep going.
I have noticed skin colour and smoothness changes in my skin especially hands and legs, and a
darker brown spot on my face is only 1/2 the colour now, also a rather large area on my left foot
has finally healed after months of continually being raw and itchy, the energy that i crave hasn't
yet kicked in but the mood changes have and i feel that is half the battle for me ... always having
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been a positive, self motivated and tireless workhorse before the Lupus really got hold of my life
but have found that over the last 18 years,especially the last 4 years it has left me thinking more
than doing and lately not even thinking about anything much as it takes energy to bother and i
didn't have any ... spending many days just trying to sleep the days away .... but this last week i
am finding myself trying more and looking forward to "doing" and that's GOLD in my book Sandy
Looking forward to being able to sleep deeply all night and waking up refreshed in the morning
not the pitiful thing i do at the moment ,and have done for most of my life ... i wake at least 6
times a night .... nothing to have it be 10 or more times and that is Not restful healing sleep in any
ones imagination so here goes to all my Tomorrows with You and Sisel.
Thank You Again Sandy and may God’s Blessings be upon You and Yours Always
Betsy Grant
Admin – FaceBook 20 January 2018
The AGE Pill is wonderful in so many ways. Sharing 2 photos here. Note creases and lines are less,
skin tone is better. And to think … if this is what it is doing to m face, how great is this for my
internal system.

Cookie Johnson
FaceBook 23 January 2018
After her stroke, my friend Cookie’s largest request was to get out of that bed. I am happy to report
that not only can she get out of the bed into her wheelchair, she wheels all around the nursing home,
and can even stand while holding on to the bar. She has more mobility in her arm and can now hold
on with her fingers. I do not think she would have progressed this far if not for the A.G.E. Pill. Thank
you Tom Mower and Sisel.
Andrea McKinnee
FaceBook – date unknown
Stretch Marks – AGE Pill. 4.5 months using AGE pill. First 2 months double dosed. Since then I take
9 per day. I just noticed last night, my abdominal stretch marks have faded drastically from pink to
normal flesh colour after 40 years! So ladies - If you’ve grown 8-9 pound babies in your body and
have stretch marks .. you may want to pay attention to them. Or, if you are using (OMG, why not??)
the AGE pill yet, here is one more bonus.

